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Remember the executive summary is designed to give busy 'executives' a quick summary of the contents of
the report. All your thinking needs to be focused on that, which may require you to be ruthless in your reading
and thinking. Discussion If you wish, this optional section can be included at the end of the main body to go
over your findings and their significance. Thesis - the thesis of a report is a guiding statement used to define
the scope of the research or investigation. It should also touch briefly on your conclusions. The summary
should briefly describe the content of the report. We can get a clearer picture of our reader by asking three
questions: What does the reader know? Leading reports aim to persuade. Confusion often arises about the
writing style, what to include, the language to use, the length of the document and other factors. A
well-written report should help someone understand the history of this person. Check your referencing guide
for the correct format. Once you identify the basics of your report, you can begin to collect supporting
information, then sort and evaluate that information. It follows that page numbering is important. That all
terms, symbols and abbreviations used have been explained. Your ideas must be supported by evidence and
theory and, as with the whole report, all sources used should be acknowledged and correctly referenced. Note:
Sometimes it can be difficult to answer these questions, especially when writing for a varied readership. Read
the report aloud and have someone proofread it for you. The reduction was greater in the two shops which
were open until 11pm, rather than in the third shop, which closed at 8pm. There should be several sections,
each clearly labeled, making it easy for readers to find the information they seek. Remember: Factual reports
aim to inform. Summary The summary consists of the major points, conclusions, and recommendations.
Things you need to check include: If you have done what you were asked to do. There are simple formatting
styles that can be used throughout your report that will make it easy to read and look organized and
presentable. Write the paragraph-level outline. Your contents page should be presented in such a way that the
reader can quickly scan the list of headings and locate a particular part of the report. But sometimes you just
need someone to show you YourDictionary definition and usage example. An executive summary is usually
about words long. Write the report on the person. They show that you must produce a logical and consistent
case: one that will spur your MD to act. In a longer report, you may want to include a table of contents and a
definition of terms. Write the subsection-level outline. Make sure every word needs to be there, that it
contributes to the purpose of the report. Then briefly give background information on his childhood and the
important events in his life.


